CFDR Update: April 21, 2023

CFDR at the Population Association of America Annual Meeting
BGSU had a strong presence at the 2023 PAA meeting last week in New Orleans with 22 CFDR affiliates and students presenting their research (details on our [home page](#)). More than a dozen BGSU MA and PhD alumni also were in attendance at PAA this year.

Congratulations to Susan Brown and I-Fen Lin!
Drs. Brown and Lin received R15 funding from NIA for their research titled “Health and Well-being Effects on Later-life Divorce and Subsequent Repartnering.”

Russell Sage Foundation Call for Proposals
The program on [Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration](#) seeks investigator-initiated research proposals on the social, economic, and political effects of the changing racial and ethnic composition of the U.S. population, including the transformation of communities and ideas about what it means to be American. We are especially interested in innovative research that examines the roles of race, ethnicity, nativity, and legal status in outcomes for immigrants, U.S.-born racial and ethnic minorities, and native-born whites. Letters of inquiry are due by May 3, 2023.

Affiliates and Students: Acknowledgment Statement Required for Manuscripts and Presentations
Affiliates and students at NICHD-funded population centers are required to acknowledge population infrastructure support in all of their papers and presentations, including those in which the first author is not a CFDR affiliate. Such acknowledgment is critical to convey the impact of federal funding on advances in research. If you have not already done so, please add the statement provided [at this link](#) to your manuscripts and presentations.